Infrastructure delivery and spatial planning

The case of English Local Development Frameworks

This paper examines the delivery of infrastructure requirements related to the plan-making (LDF) process in England introduced as part of the 2004 planning system reforms. Success or otherwise in terms of plan implementation and infrastructure delivery is crucial if the reformed spatial planning system is to be successful. The paper draws on research undertaken as part of a government-sponsored research project into the operation of the new LDF process. The research reveals a significant gap between government expectations and current practice. It suggests that longer-term commitments by central government, alongside improved understanding of the spatial planning process and the role of local government as part of a continued drive for ‘culture change’ among local planning authorities and delivery partners, will be required if the current barriers to the delivery of infrastructure are to be overcome. Otherwise, the new-style LDFs are as likely to be plagued by implementation gaps as were their predecessors.

Planning has long been criticised for its failure to implement plans and policies effectively (Talen, 1996a; Rydin, 2003). One of the most significant barriers facing the implementation of plans is the delivery of the infrastructure needed to support development (Netzer, 1992). At the end of the 1990s, the inability of the land-use planning system to deliver infrastructure was identified as one of the key constraints on economic development in the UK (CBI and TUC, 2001). It was this criticism, among others, that led to the 2004 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act. This prompted a radical new approach to planning in England and ‘marked the beginning of a new era of developing spatial rather than purely land-use plans’ (Baker and Wong, 2006, 661). In terms of the requirements of the new system, the implementation of plans and the delivery of infrastructure have subsequently been significantly strengthened through Local Development Frameworks (LDFs) and emerging policy guidance and regulation. However, a key issue that remains is the need to understand the reality of undertaking infrastructure delivery under the requirements of the new planning system and to understand what opportunities and challenges face policymakers in the delivery of infrastructure. This is an important line of inquiry given the emphasis that the government is placing on reducing barriers to development, particularly those related to the delivery of housing and infrastructure (ODPM, 2003; Barker, 2004; 2006).

Drawing on research undertaken for the Spatial Plans in Practice project (SPiP), a
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major three-year study of the new local planning system in England funded by central government, this paper aims to add to the existing evidence base on plan implementation by reporting the findings of a study into the practical matters related to the delivery of infrastructure as part of the implementation of LDFs in England. The next section establishes the background related to plan implementation and infrastructure delivery and this is followed by a review of the current planning policy context underpinning the delivery of infrastructure in England. The third section briefly identifies a series of research questions that underpin the subsequent empirical investigation into the practice of infrastructure delivery within England and outlines the research methodology employed, which involves several interlinked components, including documentary reviews of adopted core strategies (CSs) and area action plans (AAPs); local case studies covering a number of different planning contexts in which infrastructure delivery is a significant issue; and workshops with key stakeholders and delivery partners. The main findings from each of these components are reported in the subsequent sections of the paper and are used to address the initial research questions. The final section reflects further on these as well as outlining some general policy recommendations designed to facilitate more effective infrastructure delivery and LDF implementation in England.

Planning, plan implementation and infrastructure delivery

The implementation of plans was generally given a low priority in ‘front-line’ planning departments. Even in the ‘early post-war era … the plan chests of many local planning authorities were stuffed with “bottom-drawer” plans that had not been through the practical, messier business, of implementation’ (Taylor, 1998, 111). In a critique of rational planning in the late 1960s, Friedmann (1969, 311) contended that ‘society has been planning too much and experiencing far too little application of plans’. In the period following Friedmann’s critique of the failure of rational planning to deal effectively with the implementation issue, the field of policy implementation was launched with the publication of Pressman and Wildavsky’s (1973; 1984) seminal text, *Implementation*. This led to a proliferation of studies in a number of areas of public policy such as the implementation of economic, social and health policies (Berke et al., 2006), particularly notable in a British context being Barrett and Fudge’s (1981) volume on policy implementation in a number of policy areas which took a bottom-up, policy-driven approach (Healey, 1997). In the case of planning, it stimulated a debate about the nature of the planning process and the evaluation of plan implementation (see Alexander and Faludi, 1989).

The opening shot in this particular debate was fired by Wildavsky (1973), who raised the possibility that ‘if planning is everything, maybe it’s nothing’. His intention was to make a demonstrable link between the nature and definition of planning and
the process of evaluation. He defined planning as ‘control of the future’ and argued that, because uncertainty makes control of the future impossible, then answering the question ‘what is good or bad planning?’ is impossible. This implies that anything other than total conformity between a plan’s stated objectives and the subsequent outcomes on the ground is a failure of implementation. This view has been rejected as being too extreme and misrepresentative of the nature of planning (Alexander, 1981; Faludi, 1987). However, it was acknowledged that Wildavsky’s shot across the bows nevertheless raised important questions as to the nature of planning and the related problem of how planning outcomes, and plan implementation, can be evaluated (Alexander, 1981).

Many of the subsequent evaluation studies in planning have focused on determining the quality of plans and have attempted to evaluate the impact of particular plan-making practices on plan quality (Berke et al., 2006). However, more recently the evaluation literature has increasingly focused on developing new methods for evaluating and appraising plan implementation (Alexander and Faludi, 1989; Talen, 1996b; Baer, 1997; Laurian et al., 2004; Berke et al., 2006). This is a response to the fact that planners have been unable to effectively assess the success or failure of plans because of a paucity of methods available to allow for systematic analysis of plan implementation (Laurian et al., 2004). Developing the capacity to evaluate plan implementation through empirical testing is an important endeavour given that, to date, the absence of an effective method for evaluating plan implementation has meant that ‘comments by planners and theorists on the success or failure of plans rely on assumptions rather than empirical assessments’ (Laurian et al., 2004, 471).

Nonetheless, the need to understand the practices, processes and issues underpinning plan implementation is equally important. There have been some attempts to make a direct link between policy implementation theory and planning practice (e.g. Pountney and Kingsbury, 1983a; 1983b; Healey, 1983) and a limited number of studies exploring the processes, practices and issues involved in the implementation of physical and spatial plans (Berke et al., 2006). Overall, however, an important opportunity has been missed, given that the context of the implementation process provides important insights into the way that policy intentions are translated into a plan (plan content) and subsequently delivered on the ground (Gilg and Kelly, 1997a).

Past research demonstrates that plan implementation is structured by a process of negotiation and interaction between different stakeholders, many of whom have different interests and agendas (Healey et al., 1988; McDonald, 1989; Healey, 1997). It also highlights the fact that political and institutional structures (Alterman and Hill, 1978), plan quality and enforcement style (Berke et al., 2006), and levels of finance to fund delivery (Bridges, 1991) affect the implementation of a plan. More often than not, the result of these contextual factors is the emergence of a plan implementation ‘gap’ – a discrepancy between what plans are intended to deliver and what they actually
deliver (Cloke, 1987). A number of studies have identified implementation gaps in the UK (Gilg and Kelly, 1997a; 1997b), Canada (Filion, 1996), New Zealand (Laurian et al., 2004; Berke et al., 2006), and the US (Dalton, 1989; Burby et al., 1997).

One of the main criticisms of planning systems is the lack of coordination in the delivery of necessary infrastructure to support proposed development (Netzer, 1992; Ennis, 2003a; Webber and Marshall, 2007). Ennis (2003a) argues in the British context that this lack of coordination reflects the historic evolution of changing infrastructure delivery practices that began with nationalisation of utilities in the post-war period and, later, the privatisation of utilities, water and sewage in the 1980s. As a result, the gap between infrastructure providers and local planning authorities has steadily grown and local influence in infrastructure provision has declined. Research highlights that the liberalisation and commercialisation of infrastructure delivery continues to affect the provision of ‘hard’ infrastructure such as electricity, gas and water supply, sewage disposal, and telecommunications (Graham and Marvin, 1996; Guy et al., 1997; Graham, 2000). However, Ennis (2003a) also highlights the importance of providing ‘soft’ infrastructure such as community centres, schools, recreation facilities and green space in order to deliver well functioning local areas.

The implication of this liberalisation and privatisation of the provision of infrastructure is detailed by Moss (2003) in a study of infrastructure delivery practices in Berlin. He differentiates between infrastructure ‘hot-spots’ (areas where demand is high and at risk of exceeding capacity) and ‘cold-spots’ (areas where demand is low and stagnating). Several commentators have previously highlighted that there is a distinct spatial dimension to these areas of differentiated supply of, and demand for, infrastructure (e.g. Guy et al., 1997; Graham, 2000). Moss (2003) suggests that hot and cold spots form as a result of the delivery practices of providers as dictated by financial incentives. The study found that service providers would create demand in those areas that were the most economically viable, while only delivering the minimum contractual or legal levels of provision to areas that were considered economically unviable. In addition to the practices of providers, infrastructure delivery has also been shown to be dependent on the ability of planning authorities, often through weak and tenuous networks, to negotiate the delivery of infrastructure with delivery providers (see Ennis, 2003b), for all parties to overcome the politics involved in the process of negotiation (Bianco and Adler, 2001; Flyvbjerg, 2007), and for local planning authorities to secure sufficient financing for necessary infrastructure projects (e.g. Campbell et al., 2000; Verhage and Needham, 2003; Webber and Marshall, 2007).

Given that practitioners question the value of plan-making when the issues and proposals identified in the plan are not subsequently acted upon (Berke et al., 2006), it seems logical to identify ways to improve plan implementation. However, given the inability of quantitative techniques to get fully behind the implementation process, it is important that evaluation and monitoring exercises are complemented by a
concerted effort to improve the processes and practices supporting the plan implementation process (Gilg and Kelly, 1997a). Improving the links between emerging plans and the subsequent delivery of the necessary infrastructure required by the development proposals and policies set out in these plans was consistently highlighted in the government’s 2004 planning system reforms. The next section of this paper therefore maps out the current planning policy context that underpins the delivery of infrastructure in England.

**Infrastructure delivery and the implementation of Local Development Frameworks in England**

At the beginning of the 2000s, the CBI-TUC Investment Group (2001) raised concerns that the British planning system was failing to deliver with the speed and responsiveness needed by businesses; a key element of their criticism was directed at the failure of the system to deliver the infrastructure needed for businesses to function competitively (Nadin, 2007). The 2001 Planning Green Paper (DLTR, 2001; Rozee, 2008, 596–7) marked the formal start of the process of reform of the planning system in England with a critique of the various failings of the existing system. Most significantly for the context of this paper, these failings included serious issues of timescales and delay in the plan-making process and subsequent failures in the delivery and implementation of plan policies. The resulting 2004 planning reforms introduced a new ‘spatial planning’ approach which ‘goes beyond traditional land use planning to bring together and integrate policies for the development and use of land with other policies and programmes which influence the nature of places and how they can function’ (ODPM, 2005, para. 30).

The LDFs that lie at the heart of the 2004 Planning Act approach ‘include policies which can impact on land use … but which are not capable of being delivered solely or mainly through the granting or refusal of planning permission and which may be implemented by other means’ (ODPM, 2005, para. 30). Such an approach demands the identification of the means of implementation and this was reflected in one of the identified tests of ‘soundness’, which requires ‘clear mechanisms for implementation and monitoring’ (ODPM, 2004, para. 4.24), that plans have to satisfy before they can be cleared for adoption by the Planning Inspectorate following a public examination. Consequently, the new spatial planning system is about more than just plan-making process and procedures; it is also about ensuring the implementation of plans, in a coordinated and integrated way, in line with the principles of sustainable development (ODPM, 2005, para. 6).

---

1 The reform of the English planning system enacted in the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 was part of wider reforms to the planning system (Rozee, 2008).
This emphasis on the implementation of spatial plans, and the links between plans and infrastructure delivery, has been further highlighted and strengthened through the new system. As the 2004 version of Planning Policy Statement 12 (PPS12) stated, ‘the provision of infrastructure is important in all major new developments. The capacity of existing infrastructure and the need for additional facilities should be taken into account in the preparation of all local development documents’ (ODPM, 2004: Annex B, para. 3). Similarly, concern over the responsiveness of the planning system to questions of housing supply prompted the government to commission the Barker Review of Housing Supply (Barker, 2004). The Barker Review identifies a number of infrastructure-related barriers to housing supply, including a lack of existing infrastructure to support new housing development; local authority fears that new housing development will place unsustainable pressures on existing infrastructure; and the under-resourcing of infrastructure to accommodate new housing provision. In response, the government commissioned a second ‘Barker Review’ into land use planning (Barker, 2006) in which it is argued that the planning system is inefficient and unresponsive and that necessary infrastructure is not being delivered quickly enough.

Against this backdrop, the government (in conjunction with the RTPI) commissioned research exploring Effective Practice in Spatial Planning (EPiSP) (UCL and Deloitte, 2007). This report contains important insights into the role of spatial planning as ‘a delivery vehicle for the social, economic and environmental infrastructure needed for our communities’ (UCL and Deloitte, 2007, 5). The report makes recommendations for alternative and innovative approaches for the delivery of infrastructure. These include improved collaboration between planners and the stakeholders involved in Local Strategic Partnerships (LSPs) and the potential use of delivery mechanisms such as Local Area Agreements (LAAs) and Multi-Area Agreements (MAAs) to deliver infrastructure projects. It also recommends that local planning authorities establish a local infrastructure programme, together with a local infrastructure fund, managed by a local infrastructure group to improve coordination of infrastructure delivery and to facilitate more effective resource management. In essence, the EPiSP report calls for the strengthening of local influence in the infrastructure delivery process. This view had been supported in the Local Government White Paper (DCLG, 2006) which argues that, if development and infrastructure provision are to take place or incentive effects are to be realised, then there needs to be a transparent and predictable link between local development and local resourcing.

The Planning White Paper (DCLG, 2007a) pulls many of these strands together, setting out proposals for a forward-looking approach to infrastructure provision at the local level that moves away from ‘site specific planning of infrastructure delivery to a more strategic and holistic view, which takes infrastructure decisions on roads alongside those of, for example, schools, hospitals, cultural and community facilities’ (DCLG, 2007a, para. 8.26). It identifies local authorities as ‘the right bodies to be undertaking
this strategic view of infrastructure provision at the local level’ (para. 8.27). However, it states that, in doing so, they ‘will need to involve infrastructure providers … and may well need to work across local authority boundaries’. Thus, local authorities are effectively identified as the ‘ring-masters’ working with other providers and stakeholders to coordinate local infrastructure provision. The LDF’s role is further highlighted in the White Paper through proposals to clarify the existing soundness test on ‘implementation’ so that local authorities more clearly ‘demonstrate how and when infrastructure that is required to facilitate development will be delivered’ (para. 8.28).

This brief discussion demonstrates that, from a policy perspective, increasing emphasis is being placed on improving the efficiency of the planning system so that it is better placed to deal with the delivery of infrastructure. However, regulation and guidance can only go so far. The delivery of infrastructure is dependent on the actual processes and practices being simultaneously played out locally up and down the country as part of the preparation and implementation of LDFs. With this in mind, the remainder of this paper explores some of the lessons and realities of current practice in delivering infrastructure requirements within the context of preparing and implementing LDFs. In doing so, it continues to explore some of the opportunities and challenges facing planners and policymakers in undertaking this task.

Methodology

This relatively brief review of previous academic literature and recent policy contexts to plan-making and implementation in England following the 2004 reforms raises a number of questions that will be addressed in the remainder of the paper:

1. To what extent are the emerging plans (LDF documents) in the new spatial planning system adequately addressing the future delivery of infrastructure and plan implementation?
2. Is there evidence of a continuing ‘gap’ in the implementation of these new-style plans?
3. To what extent is there evidence that failures in the current practices and mechanisms available to local planning authorities to secure the required delivery of infrastructure are fostering such implementation gaps?
4. If so, how might such plan implementation gaps in the delivery of the new-style plans be ‘filled’ by more effective local planning practices; better collaboration between stakeholders and delivery partners; and/or central government intervention (e.g. in terms of both national policy/legislation, new initiatives and resourcing)?

Some aspects of the delivery and implementation of the new forms of local spatial plans in England have already been touched upon in recent research (e.g. Nadin,
2006; Terence O’Rourke and UWE, 2008). However, these previous studies tend to cover, in fairly broad terms, a variety of aspects of the plan-making process leading up to the successful adoption of a plan. What had been lacking was a more focused study looking primarily at matters relating to the implementation and delivery of infrastructure since the 2004 reforms. This paper draws on a specific component (thematic study 5) of the wider SPiP study (see Baker et al., 2008) which was intended to address this research gap and, in doing so, employed a number of related methodological components:

1. A review and analysis of the various relevant government policy statements and previous research to clarify the concepts behind the delivery of spatial plans and their role in local infrastructure provision.
2. A documentary/web-based review of the limited number of CSs and AAPs that had been adopted by the time the research was undertaken (June 2007). These types of development plan documents were chosen as the main focus because they were likely to have related infrastructure requirements in terms of their implementation.
3. Four case studies, drawn from those local authorities investigated in the second research component and the wider SPiP project, which cover a range of planning contexts where infrastructure delivery was identified as a significant issue.
4. Two half-day discussion workshops, held in the summer of 2007, involving a number of invited ‘experts’ and ‘key players’ at the national level to amplify understanding of issues related to spatial plan delivery, including current experiences and potential innovative approaches and good practice.

**Documentary analysis of LDF infrastructure content**

As part of the wider SPiP research, relevant LDF documents from the study’s case study authorities had already been evaluated against a template based around a set of criteria chosen for their relevance to the broad concept of what was meant by spatial planning under the 2004 reforms. Four of these evaluation criteria explicitly addressed issues relating to delivery and implementation, encompassing issues related to (i) evidence of joint ownership of proposals and/or working with other delivery agents; (ii) the use of a range of incentives and mechanisms to meet infrastructure requirements; (iii) the resources required to deliver infrastructure proposals and the proposed sources of funding to achieve this; and (iv) an explanation of any phasing and investment programmes. This evaluation revealed a rather mixed picture in terms of the quality of emerging LDF content in respect of infrastructure delivery and implementation, with only between two and six of the 18 documents examined addressing each of these criteria in ways that were judged as ‘very good’ or ‘good’,
whereas between 7 and 12 (38–65 per cent) of the documents were judged to have addressed these criteria ‘poorly’ or not at all.

Common weaknesses included a failure to provide sufficient detail on the infrastructure requirements of the plan; a lack of identification of the agencies responsible to deliver specific projects or proposals or who the key partners might be; insufficient consideration (or evidence) that the key partners were willing or able to take responsibility for delivering relevant infrastructure requirements of the LDF; insufficient consideration of the existing plans, strategies and expenditure commitments of the key partners; and the inclusion of overly ‘aspirational’ or unrealistic policies and proposals. Some good practice pointers could also be picked out. These include LDF documents that provide details of the agencies responsible for delivery of plan policies or proposals; those that provide sufficient evidence of joint ownership of such proposals and the commitment of partners to their delivery; and those that provide information on the means of funding available (such as developer contributions in respect of particular sites).

These few examples of good practice notwithstanding, the evidence from the wider SPiP evaluation suggested that local authorities are struggling to get to grips with the issue of infrastructure delivery. However, the subsequent, more in-depth, documentary analysis of the 12 CSs and two AAPs adopted by June 2007 (and their associated inspectors’ reports) was somewhat more positive, revealing a number of positive lessons and ‘good practice’ examples, in terms of the ways in which the authorities are addressing delivery issues in their LDF documents, and the approaches they are adopting in order to do so:

- Several authorities explicitly emphasised the importance of taking a partnership approach to infrastructure delivery and were actively working with a range of delivery partners to achieve the policies and proposals set out in their plans. Examples included the Plymouth, Horsham and South Cambridgeshire core strategies; the Hampshire Minerals and Waste strategy and the Biddulph Town Centre AAP.
- A variety of mechanisms were being employed to achieve this, ranging from longer-standing, pre-LDF partnership arrangements in South Cambridgeshire to the establishment of new vehicles for partnership such as Project Integra (Hampshire) or the use of existing town centre management arrangements and the potential creation of a limited company in respect of Biddulph Town Centre.
- Important linkages with LSPs were highlighted in some areas, notably in the Plymouth and Hambleton core strategies and the Biddulph Town Centre AAP.
- Agreements or ‘statements of commitment’ with individual delivery partners had been secured in relation to some plans, including the Redcar and Cleveland Core Strategy and the Walker Riverside AAP.
- The relationship between the LDF and other strategies at the local and regional
level, in terms of strategy coordination over infrastructure delivery, was set out in the Hambleton, South Cambridgeshire and Plymouth core strategies and the Hampshire Minerals and Waste strategy.

- The importance of community involvement and consultation with key stakeholders was highlighted in South Cambridgeshire, Hambleton, Hampshire and Plymouth.
- Several LDF documents set out clear statements relating to the delivery of infrastructure requirements, and the broader implementation of policies, via the identification of responsible agencies and the setting of targets for monitoring purposes etc. Examples included Redcar and Cleveland’s Implementation Plan; the arrangements for monitoring and delivery set out in the Hambleton Core Strategy; Hampshire’s monitoring plan; and the revised Core Strategy for Mid-Devon.
- Various mechanisms for the funding of infrastructure delivery were considered, including the use of developer contributions in Biddulph Town Centre and the use of the Council’s own land sale receipts in Walker Riverside.

Case studies

Several of the issues identified in the documentary analyses were examined further through four case studies. These were drawn from the authorities investigated in the documentary analysis and/or the wider SPiP study in such a way as to cover a cross-section of spatial planning contexts where infrastructure delivery had been identified as a potentially significant issue. Each case study involved web-based/documentary analysis and a number of interviews (around six per case) with local authority representatives and stakeholders involved in the delivery of infrastructure requirements related to the LDF (e.g. LSP, housing, transport, and water providers).

The four chosen case studies covered:

- a local authority within a nationally designated growth area (Ashford [A]);
- an urban metropolitan authority with a focus on regeneration (Liverpool [L]);
- a mixed urban/rural authority with an adopted core strategy (CS) which addresses local infrastructure needs (Redcar and Cleveland [RC]);
- a more localised area, covered by an AAP with associated infrastructure requirements (Walker Riverside AAP, Newcastle upon Tyne [N]).

The main findings from each of these case studies are described below.

Ashford

Ashford is a mixed urban and rural borough in the County of Kent with a rapidly growing population of around 112,000. Its main town has long been at the hub of
several rail and communication networks providing links to London but it now also benefits from fast links through Eurotunnel to Paris and other European destinations. In March 2001, Ashford was identified by the government as one of four growth areas within the South East. The Ashford case thus allowed for a more in-depth study of how LDF infrastructure requirements are being handled in such a nationally identified ‘growth area’ context with significant levels of planned new residential and employment development on several large sites within the main town and in the form of significant urban extensions. These are associated with high levels of required infrastructure provision, including major highway works as well as other health, education and community facilities.

As the local authority of a growth area, Ashford Council is able to operate in the context of relatively high levels of public sector and government commitment to the delivery of its LDF vision. A special purposes/partnership agency (Ashford’s Future) has been established and partnership working between this agency (incorporating the Borough Council, the Department for Communities and Local Government, the Government Office for the South East, the Environment Agency, Kent County Council, English Partnerships, the Learning and Skills Council, the Regional Development Agency and the Regional Assembly for the South East of England) and a number of key private sector developers has resulted in the emergence, over the last few years, of the only tangible example of a local infrastructure group encountered in the course of the research.

The authority had nevertheless encountered difficulties in ensuring the necessary degree of developer involvement and contribution to infrastructure provision. In particular, the creation of a new motorway junction (10a) on the M20 motorway was identified as a requirement given the level of proposed development. However, responsibility for undertaking this work could not be easily assigned as several developers were responsible for different sites and these developers also argued that the necessary revenue streams for the junction improvement could only be generated by proceeding with the development proposals first – a solution that was considered unacceptable by the Council. Negotiations between individual developers and the Council were anecdotally said to have been going on for almost five years until one company (unnamed by interviewees) agreed to finance the development of the motorway junction before being reimbursed of some of the costs by fellow developers, in some cases through a redistribution of section 106 receipts.

Partly in response to these earlier problems in securing developer contributions, the Ashford CS sets out specific policies relating to a ‘strategic tariff’ through which it is hoped to support a contractual audit trail relating to specific commitments. Under the proposal, pooled public funds would be used to finance required infrastructure projects and would be subsequently refunded through a pre-defined strategic tariff paid by the developers. The CS was undergoing examination at the time the case study
research was undertaken and, while interviewees were understandably quite guarded, it was suggested that issues relating to infrastructure provision and the policies in respect of the proposed strategic tariff would be central to the examination.

Liverpool

Liverpool is a well-known port city in the North West of England with a population of around 435,000 set within the wider Merseyside City Region. The area suffered severe economic restructuring in the 1970s and 1980s with the rapid decline of its traditional manufacturing and maritime industries, but recovered somewhat from the 1990s onwards. The city centre and waterfront in particular have been the focus of several large-scale development projects in recent years, culminating in the ‘Liverpool One’ retail and leisure development which opened its first phase in 2008. Parts of the city’s historic core and waterfront have been inscribed as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO and the city was designated European Capital of Culture in 2008.

Although also operating in a complex institutional arena with a plethora of public- and private-sector organisations and agencies with spatial planning and development interests, Liverpool contrasted with Ashford in its focus on regeneration and the relatively powerful position of several major landowners. There is significant development pressure associated with high-profile city-centre and riverside sites including large-scale retail and leisure developments (Paradise Street and King’s Waterfront); a cruise liner facility; the Pier Head canal development; office developments in the commercial district; and the redevelopment of Lime Street railway station. According to some interviewees, this level of development is placing severe demands on the existing infrastructure, ranging from sewerage to capacity issues on the city’s underground network.

As might be expected in a metropolitan context, Liverpool City Council sits within a congested institutional setting with a host of regeneration and economic development agencies, the most significant of which include the Liverpool Land Development Company (LLDC), Business Liverpool and Liverpool Vision, as well as an array of private developers, energy and utility companies that serve the city centre. However, there is currently little evidence of coordination of strategy development between all these delivery partners, or of any comprehensive analysis of infrastructure needs except in relation to the LLDC’s research in relation to land in the Northshore area alongside the Mersey Estuary, primarily under the ownership of one major landowner, Peel Holdings. Partnership between these main players and the LDF team appeared somewhat piecemeal and episodic – a situation not helped by the tendency for the main landowners and developers to interact primarily with the political and administrative leadership of the City Council (i.e. the Chief Executive’s Office) rather than with the planning department. In the view of some of the interviewees, this
situation was exacerbated by the relatively privileged and uncontested position of some utility companies as the sole provider of some facilities in the city centre. It was suggested that these circumstances do not provide an incentive for such providers to engage in strategic forward planning.

Moreover, there was little evidence to suggest that agencies external to the City Council have been integral to the plan-making (LDF) process in relation to identifying infrastructure requirements. Indeed, engagement with some agencies was said to have been inhibited by the partners’ unwillingness to get involved in the LDF process; for example, Natural England were said to have been difficult to engage with. More positively, links with Liverpool First, the LSP, appeared somewhat stronger, though these too had been inhibited by the fact that it had undergone a prolonged period of upheaval and staff turnover. No ‘infrastructure plan’ had yet been prepared as part of the LDF process although, in any event, the Council’s LDF work was still at too early a stage to speculate with any confidence on how this situation might develop in the future.

Redcar and Cleveland

Redcar and Cleveland Council is a unitary authority in the North East of England with a population of just under 140,000. The Borough includes coastal towns such as Redcar and Saltburn and the market town of Guisborough on the edge of the North York Moors National Park, as well as large steel and chemical industrial complexes and urban settlements in the more eastern parts of the Borough that are strongly connected with the wider Teesside City Region.

In contrast to the Liverpool case, Redcar and Cleveland provided an excellent example of an adopted CS which has, as a key component, an ‘Implementation Plan’ which cross-references policy commitments outlined in the CS with desired outcomes, indicators for monitoring implementation, the mechanism for delivery, and the lead agencies involved. Mechanisms for delivery identified in the Implementation Plan included a range of further development plan documents and action area plans targeted at the local scale, the determination of planning applications and a range of additional strategies aimed at specific policy issues. This approach was commended by the inspector following the examination of the CS.

The developments of partnership approaches, and the consideration of cross-boundary issues, were also positive aspects identified in relation to this case. The interviewees commented that the CS takes account of a range of spatial scales but has a specific focus on the sub-regional and local levels. The LDF team leader commented that it is intended to link the two scales in order to help address cross-boundary linkages, particularly in relation to the delivery of services and in enhancing connectivity between urban areas and transport hubs such as airports and ports. The
infrastructure priorities in the CS reflect existing priorities that have been ongoing in the Borough.

The infrastructure requirements in the CS are being delivered through a partnership approach led by the local authority planning team. Partners from within the local authority have formed a steering group which includes representatives from planning, housing, social services, education, health and the LSP. External partners have engaged with the local authority steering group through workshops, meetings and statutory consultation on draft documents from an early stage in the LDF process. Relationships between the LDF and the LSP are also developing. There seemed to be a consensus that the process had been relatively smooth and that few difficulties had been encountered. However, identified challenges include some difficulties in engaging developers, and subsequently keeping them involved. There are no plans to set up a specific local infrastructure group, partly because it was seen as unnecessary since other mechanisms (particularly the steering group) had the required capacity to coordinate infrastructure delivery. However, there are plans to set up a section 106 ‘pot’ to help fund strategic infrastructure priorities.

There was a general consensus among interviewees that the synchronisation of planning and infrastructure delivery had been problematic. Individual local authority departments were sometimes delivering their own infrastructure priorities ahead of the preparation of a spatial plan and there were some frustrations over the length of the statutory plan preparation process. It was also suggested that the prioritisation of government funding, and a general uncertainty surrounding longer-term funding, are real obstacles to effective infrastructure delivery.

**Walker Riverside**

Walker Riverside is the location of an ongoing £450 million regeneration project in a deprived part of the City of Newcastle upon Tyne in the North East of England. It thus provided an opportunity to consider more closely issues relating to infrastructure delivery at the local scale, in relation to an adopted AAP with a strong community regeneration focus targeted at two deprived neighbourhoods. The key infrastructure requirements identified in the plan include major new shopping areas to provide functional services to these communities. The plan also looks to develop a hub at the heart of the two communities including a new leisure centre, primary school and shopping facilities.

To achieve this, the fostering of effective partnership working is considered essential. The main vehicle for such partnership working has been the establishment of the Walker Riverside Board on which the key players, both within and external to the Council, have been invited to sit. As well as Council representatives, the Board’s steering group included members drawn from the North East Development Agency,
English Partnerships, the Housing Corporation, the local housing market renewal pathfinder, two development companies and community and voluntary groups. The Board meets on a monthly basis to discuss the development priorities of the area. In addition to meeting statutory consultation requirements, this partnership approach was also seen as beneficial in bringing together the diverse skills that were needed to deliver particular aspects of the proposals and the financial resources needed for delivery.

Nevertheless, while there was widespread consensus that the engagement of partners responsible for the delivery of infrastructure is necessary, a number of interviewees commented that this had sometimes been challenging to achieve in practice. Coordination with partners within the Council appears to have been generally more straightforward than with external partners and engaging with the private sector has been somewhat problematic. These concerns were echoed by the regeneration officer responsible for implementing the plan who described the process of engaging all partners as ‘a massive uphill struggle’ – a perspective that was supported in interviews with other local authority and external partners, who felt that their engagement had been somewhat fragmented, creating problems in coordinating AAP policy objectives with those of partners and agencies.

Although the delivery of the AAP has not been coordinated through mechanisms such as an LAA, extensive consideration has been given to funding mechanisms, including developer contributions, and the Council’s own landownership helps control and facilitate developments. Nevertheless, problems of synchronisation with other partners’ strategies, priorities and timescales have also proved challenging and some interviewees felt that plan proposals were being held back by a lack of longer-term infrastructure planning by partners or by the relatively low priority afforded to developments in the area by some national agencies, whose main focus was felt by some of the north-east-based interviewees to be on areas in the south related to the nationally designated growth areas and the 2012 Olympics.

**Stakeholder and local government perspectives on infrastructure delivery**

The wider governmental context within which the delivery of infrastructure is taking place is one of significant change. The final component of the research – involving two half-day workshops with a number of invited ‘experts’ and ‘key players’ at the national level to amplify understanding of issues related to spatial plan delivery, including current experiences and potential innovative approaches and good practice – provided an opportunity to reflect more broadly on issues related to infrastructure delivery and LDF implementation within this complex and rapidly changing context. There was a strong consensus among the participants of the need for local authorities
to give serious consideration to issues relating to the implementation of their LDF and, in particular, the means by which necessary infrastructure requirements will be delivered, by whom and to what timescales.

A number of participants suggested that perceptions of what is meant by ‘infrastructure’ are also changing – they used to consist primarily of utilities, flood defences and roads but this has evolved to include a range of social, community and environmental facilities such as enhanced ‘green space’. Consequently, workshop participants felt that, in order to facilitate better infrastructure delivery, a broader and more comprehensive conceptualisation of ‘infrastructure’ is needed. The adoption of spatial planning in the UK has been underpinned by a strong stance from the government that the success of the new system is dependent on a change in culture with regard to the way that those involved in the planning process think and work (Shaw, 2006; Shaw and Lord, 2007). As one participant commented, ‘It is impossible to separate this debate from the wider debate on culture change and the difference between land use and spatial planning. Culture change will be pivotal to ensure that all these different ideas about what constitutes infrastructure are taken into account’.

However, some of the participants sounded a note of caution, warning that funding, and the ability of the local authority and other partners to deliver infrastructure, is always going to be constrained so there is a need to avoid a simple ‘shopping list’ of desired provision which is likely to be unattainable. Participants representing local government identified the need for a long-term funding commitment from government to help local planning authorities in the delivery of infrastructure and felt that such a commitment was currently lacking. The implication is that prioritising between potential infrastructural requirements is essential when preparing most LDF documents. Plans should also give appropriate consideration to the level of risk that some of the required infrastructure will not be forthcoming and consider ways in which this might be mitigated or addressed. As one participant noted, ‘the easiest way to “ruin” a plan is to show that the infrastructure goals of the document are undeliverable’. As well as failing to meet the government’s tests of soundness, potential delivery partners, stakeholders, local communities and the public are likely to become quickly disillusioned with the new planning system if LDFs are unrealistic and the visions, policies and proposals within them are not delivered.

A number of workshop participants identified possible practical approaches to mitigating ‘poor infrastructure plan-making’ such as working to budgets and thinking about issues of timing. However, one participant suggested a more innovative approach in which local authorities demand ‘Commitment Statements’ from partners which could then be made available to planning inspectors as part of the evidence in terms of meeting the test of soundness related to plan delivery. This also raised the issue of putting in place appropriate mechanisms for monitoring whether the necessary infrastructural requirements are subsequently being delivered, and to reconsider (as
necessary) the prioritisation and subsequent delivery programme. It was accepted that having an evidence base was important to make the case for infrastructure requirements, but participants in the workshops were unclear how far the evidence needs to go in order to be considered sufficient.

Some participants suggested that an infrastructure-specific development plan document (DPD) could be included within the LDF which would outline infrastructure requirements for specific development priorities. However, others suggested that, because infrastructure requirements change with each development, an ‘infrastructure programme’, agreed jointly with delivery partners and treated as a ‘living document’ to be amended as appropriate (and thus kept up to date), would be more beneficial. Irrespective of whether either of these options was preferred, there was general agreement that Annual Monitoring Reports (a requirement under the 2004 reforms) were the appropriate vehicle for generating the evidence base to support infrastructure requirements. On a related point, participants also commented that any subsequent changes to the tests of soundness should not add any further unnecessary delays to plan-preparation timescales.

In terms of coordination, it was accepted that a local authority could act as the ‘ringmaster’, given current institutional and cultural developments in the local government arena which could provide a range of more integrated mechanisms for infrastructure delivery. Links between the local authority and the local strategic partnership are particularly important and there is potential for new and emerging mechanisms such as LAAs, MAAs and ‘special purpose vehicles’ to provide a means of coordinating activities and funding. However, there is a need for greater understanding of these possibilities, and the complex and rapidly changing context, by both local authorities and other stakeholders. In particular, it would seem from the workshop discussions that a number of the representatives of organisations or agencies probably had little or no real understanding of any of these matters, or possibilities, at present. As one participant succinctly put it, ‘isn’t this all too complicated … [developers] just go out and build houses – they don’t know what an LSP, an LAA or an MAA is…!’.

Private-sector developers were seen by virtually all participants as having an important role to play in infrastructure delivery. However, the private-sector representatives present argued that local planners need better understanding of the development process and property finance in order to understand what might or might not be possible. From a developer perspective, there were concerns that expectations with respect to infrastructure delivery are often unrealistically high: ‘everyone wants infrastructure now, but to pay for it later… that just isn’t realistic’. It was recognised that mechanisms such as Planning-Gain Supplement and developer contributions have a potentially important role to play in infrastructure delivery. However, the general consensus was that the private sector, on its own, would not be sufficient for delivering infrastructure. A more committed approach from local authorities to forming partner-
ships with developers is needed but this has to be worked on as, at present, there often appear to be difficulties in getting developers (and other private-sector agencies) to engage fully in the LDF process.

The participants also highlighted common synchronisation difficulties between the visions and time-horizons of the LDF process and those of the different delivery partners. This has not been helped by the lengthy timescales required, so far, to prepare the first round of LDF outputs, particularly CSs. However, as local planning authorities become more experienced in respect of the reformed system, this should improve. There was also an overall feeling, particularly among local government representatives, that it is important to let the current system ‘bed in’ and to give local planners sufficient time and resources to develop a working system. Nevertheless, it is also clear that greater understanding of the spatial planning process, and the wider evolution and role of local government, is needed. A continued drive for further culture change among both local planning authorities and their delivery partners thus remains crucial.

**Discussion and conclusion**

This paper, and the research study upon which it has drawn, has focused on issues relating to the delivery of infrastructure requirements related to the new LDF process in England. Its importance is evident, as the success of the new LDF process is not simply judged on whether local planning authorities can steer their new-style documents through the statutory procedures to adoption, but rather on whether the resulting policies and proposals make a difference to the quality of places and people’s lives. Success or otherwise in terms of implementation and delivery, however measured or evaluated, is crucial if the reformed spatial planning system is to be judged successful (see Berke et al., 2006; HM Treasury, 2007). Through empirical research involving case studies, participant workshops and documentary analysis, this study has built upon, and extended, the research and policy context established by previous academic literature, research and government policy statements.

Although it is generally accepted that implementation gaps are always likely to exist in planning (e.g. Cloke, 1987; Filion, 1996; Gilg and Kelly, 1997a; 1997b; Laurian et al., 2004; Berke et al., 2006), the 2004 reforms were enacted with the intention of creating a quicker, more flexible, and integrated planning system, which the government hoped would help to reduce gaps in implementation and delivery of infrastructure. Sadly, but perhaps not unsurprisingly, the research suggests that there is a significant danger of a continued plan implementation gap associated with the new-style LDFs and that failures to deliver the necessary infrastructure required to meet the policies, proposals and aspirations of these plans lie at the heart of this gap.

Based on the research findings, six steps to better integration and delivery were
subsequently identified (Fig. 1) and used as the basis of a series of regional workshops involving representatives of local planning authorities and other stakeholders (Baker, 2008). These highlight the vital role of local planning authorities, and LDFs, in planning for the infrastructure requirements necessary to support the implementation of plan policies and proposals. These steps include fully recognising the important role that the LDF has as a vehicle for integrated spatial planning; identifying (and working with) the key delivery partners and stakeholders from the outset; developing, with these partners, an integrated set of spatial planning policies and proposals; identifying the required levels of infrastructure provision needed to realise the plan’s objectives, policies and proposals; considering the ways of securing the necessary funding and resources from a variety of potential sources across the private and public sectors; and, finally, taking a leading role in coordinating the subsequent implementation of the plan and monitoring its success (or otherwise). More detailed ‘good practice’ examples and lessons were identified by the research, from which a number of more practical recommendations can be drawn (see Baker et al., 2008 for more detail).

To begin with, the documentary reviews show that some local authorities still have quite a way to go in adequately considering the means by which necessary infrastructural requirements will be delivered, by whom, and to what timescales. These infrastructure requirements should normally be broadly conceived as embracing all matters necessary for the achievement of LDF policies, proposals and aspirations. For example, the LDF will include policies and proposals relating to the delivery of traditional ‘hard’ infrastructure such as roads and utilities (Graham and Marvin, 1996) but it is recognised that, due to the scope of spatial planning, LDF policies will need to address the delivery of ‘soft’ infrastructure requirements such as ‘green infrastructure’ and the provision of a wide range of community services (Ennis, 2003b).

However, because of resource constraints, ‘shopping lists’ of desired provision
that are likely to be unattainable should be avoided, thus making adequate priori-
tising among potential infrastructural requirements of crucial importance. Local
planning authorities also need to avoid common weaknesses encountered in some
of the submitted LDF documents, such as a failure to provide sufficient detail of
the infrastructure requirements of the plan; a lack of identification of the agencies
responsible to deliver specific projects or proposals or who the key partners might be;
insufficient consideration (or evidence) that key partners were willing or able to take
responsibility for delivering relevant infrastructure requirements of the LDF; insuf-
ficient consideration of the existing plans, strategies and expenditure commitments
of the key partners; and the inclusion of overly aspirational or unrealistic policies and
proposals.

Since much of the necessary infrastructure required to deliver the policies and
proposals set out in LDFs will be delivered by other delivery partners, local planning
authorities will also need to provide sufficient evidence of joint ownership of infra-
structure proposals and of the commitment of such partners to their delivery. Formal
agreements with delivery partners should be secured wherever possible through a
process of negotiation (Bianco and Adler, 2001; Ennis, 2003a) and such statements will
be an important source of evidence in showing that an emerging LDF is ‘sound’. In
any case, the involvement of key partners from the earliest stages of plan preparation
is essential if infrastructure requirements are to be delivered (Burby, 2003).

Once plans are adopted, appropriate mechanisms are needed to pick up quickly
on any emerging implementation gaps in terms of infrastructure delivery. Relevant
LDF documents should therefore also set out clear statements relating to the delivery
of infrastructure requirements, and the broader implementation of policies, through
the identification of responsible agencies and the setting of targets for monitoring
purposes (Wong et al., 2005). Appropriate mechanisms should be put in place to
monitor whether the necessary infrastructural requirements are subsequently being
delivered, and to reconsider the prioritisation and subsequent delivery programme as
necessary. The annual monitoring report is an obvious vehicle for addressing some
of these issues, as might be some form of ‘infrastructure programme’ which should
be agreed jointly with delivery partners as far as possible and treated as a ‘living
document’ to be amended as and when required to keep it up to date.

The adoption of a robust approach, whereby plans and policies are monitored
and evaluated, should help to improve the coordination of infrastructure provision
and reduce unnecessary delays – but only if the monitoring process is used as a tool
for identifying discrepancies between the objectives of the plan, updated national
policy goals and the strategic objectives of delivery partners (Webber and Marshall,
2007). It is also important to recognise that, due to the uncertainty of infrastructure
financing (Bridges, 1991; Campbell et al., 2000), relevant LDF documents should also
give appropriate consideration to the level of risk that some of the required infrastruc-
ture will not be forthcoming and the ways that this might be mitigated or addressed.

Previous research (UCL and Deloitte, 2007) has already made some recommenda-
tions on the potential for alternative and innovative approaches to the delivery of infrastructure. These include improved collaboration between planners and the stakeholders involved in LSPs; the use of new delivery mechanisms (e.g. LAAs and MAAs); and the establishment of local infrastructure programmes and funds, managed by local infrastructure groups to improve coordination of infrastructure delivery and facilitate more effective resource management. More recently, the Planning White Paper (DCLG, 2007a) identifies local authorities as ‘ringmasters’, coordinating and working with other infrastructure providers and stakeholders, to deliver infrastructure requirements. There is also a need to consider carefully the relationships between the LDF and other strategies at the local and regional level, in terms of strategy coordina-
tion over infrastructure delivery (Webber and Marshall, 2007), as well as recognising the importance of community involvement and consultation with key stakeholders on matters related to infrastructure requirements (e.g. McDonald, 1989; Lidskog and Soneryd, 2000).

The LSP is intended to ‘bring together at a local level the different parts of the public sector as well as the private, business, community and voluntary sectors so that different initiatives and services support each other and work together’ (DLTR, 2001, 7). This would seem to suggest that the government is attempting to strengthen the influence of local areas in the delivery of infrastructure after a period of relative local disengagement from the infrastructure delivery process (see Graham and Marvin, 1996; Guy et al., 1997; Graham, 2000; Ennis, 2003a). Although this is a welcome and much needed development, it remains to be seen as to whether local re-engagement will actually facilitate more efficient infrastructure delivery. This uncertainty arises in light of the fact that some LSPs appear to have been prescribed and directed from above (Rowe, 2006), while other commentators suggest that current political and institutional cultures prevent local government and its partners from operating strategically and innovatively in the development and implementation of plans (Tewdwr-Jones et al., 2006; Coaffee and Headlam, 2008).

Despite the lack of current practice examples encountered in this research, local authorities should nevertheless consider – in line with earlier recommendations of the EPiSP study (UCL and Deloitte, 2007) – working on a more formalised basis with other partners via the establishment of local infrastructure programmes, funds and (management) groups to facilitate improved coordination and delivery of infrastructure provision (Webber and Marshall, 2007). Local authorities should also explore the potential for more integrated mechanisms for infrastructure delivery. Conceiving a local authority’s role as a ‘ringmaster’, coordinating the actions of partners and the delivery of infrastructure requirements flowing from the LDF, can be useful in this context. However, in doing so, it is important not to lose sight of their overall focus
on ‘making better places’. A successful LDF process involves a range of interrelated spatial planning tasks, in generating visions, objectives, alternatives, and selecting a preferred option, as well as mediation, coordination, consultation and negotiation.

A more committed approach to forming partnerships with developers is, however, not always easy to achieve. Local planners often need a better understanding of the development process and property finance in order to understand what might or might not be possible. Current expectations with respect to infrastructure delivery can also sometimes be unrealistically high. Mechanisms such as developer contributions have a significant role to play in infrastructure delivery, but there needs to be careful thought given to alternative ways in which developers can be more readily encouraged to make commitments to fund infrastructure given the possible limitations of existing mechanisms such as planning obligations (see e.g. Campbell et al., 2000). Locally derived mechanisms such as Ashford’s ‘strategic tariff’ might be one way forward.

One clear issue that emerges from all this, highlighted especially at the workshops, is that of a serious divergence between central government expectations of the reformed system and current practice. Indeed, in some cases, even basic knowledge and understanding among potential stakeholders of the intentions of the new system and of wider government agendas appears lacking. There are also synchronisation difficulties identified between the visions and time-horizons of the LDF process and those of delivery partners, which have not been helped by the lengthy timescales seemingly required to prepare the first round of LDF documents. The sheer amount of policy development in the local government and spatial planning fields in recent years has proved extremely difficult to keep pace with. This is especially the case for those delivery partners whose main focus and working environment is not directly linked to local governance. There is thus a need for continuing effort in terms of dissemination, education and, more broadly, further ‘culture change’ across local government and infrastructure providers if the intentions of the reformed planning system are to be understood, embraced and ultimately put into practice (Shaw and Lord, 2007). In the meantime, there is a strong argument for letting the current system ‘bed in’, and for local planners to be given sufficient time and resources to develop a working system.

However, the funding of infrastructure remains a key challenge to effective infrastructure delivery. Since this research was conducted, the government has announced its intention not to introduce a Planning-Gain Supplement as previously suggested but, instead, as part of the 2007 Planning Bill, provisions were made for a new Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) which is intended to establish a way of increasing investment in vital infrastructure (DCLG, 2008b). This will provide local authorities with powers to apply a levy on new developments in their areas to support the delivery of infrastructure.

Interviews with stakeholders in the workshops and in several of the case study authorities suggested that, on their own, the existing mechanisms for generating
funding (e.g. section 106 agreements) clearly do not have the capacity to provide the necessary funding and investment to deliver all planned infrastructure requirements. The Ashford case study clearly revealed some of the difficulties and delays involved in obtaining equitable contributions from a number of developers with joint interests in the development of key strategic sites. In this case, such challenges were partly resolved by the introduction of a local ‘strategic tariff’ which has successfully generated funding for infrastructure by removing the uncertainty surrounding contributions while still retaining incentives to develop. But such experiences also highlight the need for a more strategic funding mechanism to help fill the potential void between infrastructure requirements and current levels of funding generated through existing mechanisms.

The proposed introduction of the CIL might therefore help at the margins as the introduction of a more systematic, standard charge on new developments will help remove the ambiguity that certainly surrounds the current system of developer contributions. However, any lingering hopes of central government that almost all planned infrastructure – from public transport to affordable housing and green infrastructure – can be primarily secured from developer contributions must surely have been blown away in the current recession. Indeed, the latest news is of some councils already scaling down or deferring section 106 contributions until the economic climate improves (Gillman, 2009). In such circumstances, increased direct state funding of infrastructure requirements is a necessity.

The delivery of infrastructure is often a lengthy and expensive process requiring substantial long-term financial commitments on the part of various key agencies and sectors. Central government and the key national agencies (e.g. the Highways Agency) need to provide a longer-term financial commitment to funding infrastructure, thus providing greater certainty. As well as directly funding infrastructure, such a commitment would then make it easier to get the private sector and other delivery partners to commit their own resources. Local authorities must improve their planning practices and raise their game by focusing on what is required to really make a difference to places and people rather than simply hoping to stumble across the finish line with an adopted plan. Developers need to be encouraged, cajoled and, where appropriate, forced by legal agreements, infrastructure levies and broader tax regimes to play their part – and mechanisms need to be firmly in place to make this happen swiftly once economic conditions start to improve. But central government and publicly funded agencies must also look at their own contribution and shift their focus to longer-term horizons and increased direct funding commitments if implementation gaps resulting from failures to secure necessary infrastructure, such as those identified in this paper, are to be filled. It is to be hoped that this will prove possible, as a spatial plan without means of implementation can be no more than just a dream of what might have been possible, and the more visionary aspirations and intentions of
the new spatial planning reforms in terms of making better places will remain largely unrealised.
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